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1 of 1 review helpful Fictional memoir By Ronald Scheer This fictional memoir by Israeli writer Shimon Ballas 
interweaves a broad cast of characters with 70 years of Iraqi political history Meanwhile it s also a very personal story 
that centers around three boyhood friends from a village near Karbala two of them Arab Jews and a third Muslim 
While their lives diverge over the decades following WWI they remain bond Haroun Soussan narrator of Outcast and a 
Jewish convert to Islam is a civil engineer and historian who rsquo s just completed his life rsquo s work The Jews and 
History The book opens with him getting an award from Saddam Hussein during the time of the Iran Iraq war Written 
in the form of an autobiography the narrative moves in and out of the present the recent and more distant past 
providing a unique and intimate chronicle of Iraq rsquo s From Publishers Weekly A septuagenarian Israeli novelist 
who emigrated from Baghdad in 1951 Ballas fictionalizes the life of Ahmad Soussa an Iraqi Jew who converted to 
Islam in the 1930s Soussa ended up writing works used in anti Jewish propaganda by Saddam H 
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